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AGENDA
try out some of the tools

discuss their use

recommendations for a variety of tools



QR CODES - WHAT'S THE QUESTION?

stick a QR code to the person next to you (on their

back/arm)

mingle around the room

scan a person's code and give them just THE ANSWER

to their question 

After talking to 4 people, can you guess what the

question in your code is?



What is your
favourite digital tool

that you use for
teaching? Why do

you like it?

What digital tools do
you want to learn

more about? Why?



What do you have
problems with when

you use digital tools?

What is your level of
digital competence?



QR CODE TREASURE HUNT

scan the codes to find the answers to the questions on

your paper



QR CODES
H O W  D O  W E  G E N E R A T E  T H E M ?

qr-code-generator.com

multimediaqrcode.com

Canva

Google Chrome



QR CODES
D I S C U S S I O N

What are the possible issues with

using QR codes? 

How would you solve them? 

What methods did we include? What

learning styles did we cater to?

What activities could you do with QR

codes (considering what can be

embedded in the code)? 



QUIZIZZ
How is this tool different from Kahoot?

What are possible drawbacks to using this

tool? How do we counter them?

What does this tool offer that others do not?

What would you use it for?





PRESENTATION TOOLS

Visually appealing

Library of templates

Library of elements

Canva vs Canva Pro

Quick and easy

Free

Insert images via Google Photos



INTERACTIVE PRESENTATIONS

Unlimited Question, Quiz and Content

slides

Up to 50 participants per month

100 MB Storage

40 student joins per lesson

Nearpod core features and

functionality

interactive videos, interactive

worksheets, different question types



POLLS

similar to Mentimeter

Up to 100 participants

Unlimited Audience Q&A

3 polls per event

free alternative to Doodle



QUIZ TOOLS

Library of quizzes and questions

Open-ended and closed-ended

Lessons

Fee vs Pro

flashcard sets

games created from sets

for independent study or classroom

use



QUIZ TOOLS

Variety of games

Simple templates

Some games more difficult to do

than others

variety of templates and ready-made

games in different languages



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Free

Easy to use/join

Better quiz options

Facebook layout



AUGMENTED REALITY

add AR elements to the

world around you

better suited for a project

for learners

Quiz tool

Physical, interactive

Harder to cheat
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